
MIT's PROJECT ATHENA

w.hat place do microcomputers
have in higher education? At the Mas-
sachusetts Institute of Technology in
Cambridge, Mass., a massive five-year
experiment, called Project Athena, is
examining that question.

While microcomputers are springing
up on many campuses, MITs project is
uniquely ambitious: Athena will make
it possible to link Digital Equipment
Corp. terminals and IBM workstations
on the same network so that users can
share any resources they wish. A cam-
puswide network will serve as many as
10,000 users.

Begun in May 1983, Athena, named
after the Greek goddess of wisdom,
received a total of $50 million from
IBM and DEC, both of which have
permanent staffs on campus to assist
with the project. Though there are no
planned commercial products as such,
the project will have wide-ranging
commercial implications for both
IBM and DEC, primarily by provid-
ing both companies with a large-scale
laboratory environment.

MIT is raising $20 million for the
project, half to subsidize faculty activi-
ty over the five years to develop com-
puterized curricula. Every department
is participating, including humanities
and social sciences as well as the archi-
tecture and planning, science and engi-
neering departments.

Altogether, there are some 70 cur-
riculum-development projects in the
works, covering everything from the
teaching of civil engineering to foreign
languages and creative writing. The
MIT faculty has very quickly taken up
the challenge of computerizing curric-
ula, and some courses are already being
tested in the classroom. A number of
these projects rely on artificial-intelli-

A five-year study examines the role
of microcomputing in education

gence techniques to teach logical pro-
cesses and problem solving (see related
stories).

Technological feats aside. Project
Athena is inevitably confronting many
concerns voiced by today's educators
about the proper role of computers in
education: Will the computer replace
the teacher? Will the computer filially
dictate what is taught by emphasizing
technological subjects that unarguably
benefit from computerized teaching
over liberal arts courses that are more
difficult to translate into computerized
curricula? Is using a computer actually
an effective way of learning?

In keeping with these concerns, Pro-
ject Athena is not a huge experiment in
the possibilities of computer science,
according to the project's executive di-
rector, Steven Lerman.

"Basically, it's an educational pro-
ject," he said. "This could easily be-
come a computer-science playpen, but
it won't. The project's 'mission' is to
develop a long-term base of informa-
tion that can provide guidelines on how
the university should approach micro-
computing as a teaching tool."

The real focus of Afhsss is to exam-
ine whether studesis !«?; ti better by
using microcomputers, Lsnnan said.

MIT has no intention of replacing
teachers with computer? and sees no
practical value in the traditional forms
of computer-assisted instruction.
"What universities teach is far too ab-
stract to have computers do that mean-

| ingfully," Lerman said. In MITs new
'; computerized courses, the computer
| will be only an adjunct tool.
= But it will be a tool with new and
* valuable abilities, a tool that '-an enrich
s students' learning and teach in ways
5 (Continued on Page 76)
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never done before. Lerman cites two exam-
ples. A quantitative-physiology student
might run complex differential equations
on the computer to simulate the effects of
changes in the heart and lung systems. Or-
dinarily, the results of these equations are
too complex for a student to interpret and
intuit their meaning. Another example is
that three-dimensionaJ graphics are ideally
suited to help students visualize concepts
graphically. A 3-D program could show a
student what an electromagnetic field is
supposed to look like.

As the project nears the halfway point,
much has been established and much has
been learned about the challenges of what
Lerman calls "this massive and slightly
crazy exercise."

In the fall semester, students began to use
Project Athena workstations to do home-
work for the very first time, notably in the
school of engineering. Already, Lerman
said, students report deeper understanding
of course material as a result.

Phase one of the project involved using
existing equipment in 1983 to try to build
the Athena environment. To begin with,
this meant using DEC VAXes and termi-
nals. IBM PC XTs and ATs, Lerman said.
Ail hardware was to work under a single
operating system: Berkeley Unix 4.2. The
ATs used in the first phase use a PC-DOS
environment that overlaps with some key
utilities of Unix 4.2, Lerman said.

The Spine *f the LAN
The campuswide network is a spine to

which many local area networks will be
connected, each with its own MIT-de-
signed interface and gateway. The spine is
a fiber-optic, ring-topology network with
Microvax gateways to Ethernet LANs.

"Basically, you can hook anything you
want to this network," Lerman said. In the
future, he envisions gateways to a super-
computer and outside networks.

The spine network is actually a universi- |
ty project that goes beyond Athena, but
Athena fueled its beginnings and, as its
largest customer, has a big say on its use.
Most of the Athena LANs will be "public
clusters" of workstations—say, a network
of six or eight workstations located in a
public place for the use of students. So far,
there are 11 public clusters in various class
buildings and one in the student center.

Now that most academic areas have pub-
lic clusters, the "living groups," or dorms
and other housing, will get microcomput-
ers. There will likely be one workstation for
every eight to 12 students in the living
groups, Lerman said.

As the end of the first phase nears, and
the second phase approaches, the project is
just starting the switch from time-sharing
to distributed workstations. There are 158
ATs and about 500 "other" workstations
under Project Athena: DEC terminals and
IBM PC XTs in terminal-emulation mode
to 53 DECVAX-ll/75Os.

The original target was 2,000 to 3,000
workstations, which would serve a faculty
and student population of about 9,000. The
target number was based on economics and
on providing a healthy ratio of machines
to students. The aim would not be a one-
per-student ratio, but enough machines to
make students feel that a computer is al-
ways close to them and always available.

Patricia Mandell, a free-lance writer based
in Marsfifield. Mass.. is a frequent contrib-
utor to PC Week.

Whatever the total, the final aim is Unix-
based, 32-bit single-user workstations with
a minimum of IM-byte storage and high-
resolution graphics—traits now embodied
in DEC'S Microvax II, announced last
spring. "That's where we're headed," Ler-
man said. Right now, Athena has 25
Microvax Us, and by the end of the aca-
demic year there will be about 150.

Some students, reported William Hogue,
Athena's assistant director, have objected
to the Microvax II, saying it is a "Porsche"
when a "Volkswagen" would do. But, he

added, "If we are to be in the vanguard, we
have to have the same tools in the hands of
the students as are in the hands of the peo-
ple developing the software."

Project Athena has a communications
protocol and supports four languages: C.
LISP, FORTRAN and Pascal, the last of
which is rarely used in the MIT communi-
ty. A windowing system developed by MIT
runs on the Microvax Us and the DEC
terminals.

Athena also supports about eight pack-
ages that run under Unix, including a data-

base manager, spreadsheet, text editor, the
window manager, a laboratory data-analy-
sis package and a graphics package.

Although many interfaces have been de-
signed and built to integrate various pans
of Project Athena, true integration is still a
goal, Lerman said. "Coherence" is what he
calls it: a set of goals to allow "a high degree
of interchange" among different users. Co-
herence shouid allow any two users to
share disk space or programs, or any file to
be output to any printer,

"The current environment has all sorts
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One Solution For Your
Micro-To-Mainframe Link.

Now. you can link your I'C to your
mainframe. With the same system at
both ends of the link. Vm can download
data to your I'C'. Or de\elop and test
applications on your I'C. The I'C SAS
System reads data from programs like
dk-VSI: ILdUASE HI and LOTUS \-2-X
You can enter data on your I'C. submit
your job to the mainframe, execute it.
and v iew the results on your PC. Or you
can dou nload data from the mainframe.

add and revise, and .send the new data to
the mainframe for job execution or
storage. Regardless of which system
you use. the language, syntax and . ,
commands are identical

One Solution That Is
Remarkably Friendly.

Now. one system offers special
features like programmable "pop-up"
w indows that make "friendly" a term .
sou can understand. Use these windows
to program function keys Tocreate
"help" messages. Ii) check the variables
in your data set. And these windows
can handle practically any utility you
need. In fact, the I'C SAS System is so
friendly anyone in yourorgani/;ition
am use it.

One Solution With Site

At last, you can have the informa-
tion system for your I'C you've always

wanted. With the advantages of site
licensing. You license the PC SAS
System on an annual basis. You get all
updates automatically. And at no
additional cost.

The I'C SAS System is also fully
supported. Documentation accom-
panies delivery. Technical support is
provided by phone or mail. Full custo-
mer training is offered. And it's all
available from SAS Institute.

The Solution For SAS Power
On Your Corporate PC. Now.

SAS Institute Inc.
UoxS(XK). SAS Circle

Cary. North Carolina 27511-8CXK)
telephone: ('J W)467-XIMX). exl. 280

Telex: 8O25OS SAS RAL

Under Athena*S-Hule,
Learning Espanol
Is More Interesting

An amnesiac has left some recombi-
nant DN A in Bogota. You must find out
where it is before disaster strikes. But
the amnesiac speaks only Spanish.

This exercise is one of a set of software
programs designed for the IBM PC AT
to help teach foreign languages at MIT
under Project Athena. Several pro-
grams, including the one in Spanish, arc
in experimental use for the fall semester.

The Spanish program requires stu-
dents to move to a far more personal
level of conversation, and requires elab-
orate levels of questioning. The empha-
sis is on discourse rather than rote drill
a far more effective method of teaching'
languages, according to Prof. Janet
Murray, who directs this project as well
as another that is aimed at integrating
micros into the teaching of writing.

The software program for teaching
writing is an outliner, tied to a text edi-
tor, that makes it easy for the writer to
move sections. Murray reports that it is
also a real antidote for writer's block,
because it tends to free up inhibitions;
about writing. She believes that writing
on a computer encourages revision ana
putting down uncensored words. "That's
very good for freeing up writer's block,"
she said.

The foreign-language project is based
on artificial-intelligence techniques, and
naturally, it helps to be on the scene of a
cutting-edge laboratory such as MITs.
The foreign-language project has re-
ceived help from a computational lin-
guist in MIT's AI lab.

The main task, Murray said, was to
develop an Al-based system that could
build exercises that have the form of
conversation. One experimental pro-
gram is called "LINGO" (language in-
struction through graphics operations).

Poltergeist
This program asks the student to have

a conversation in German with 3 polter-
geist about a room on the screen that
they will mess up together.

The student must follow con versa
tional guidelines to move objects in the
room that are represented graphically
on screen. The messed-up room will be
stored so another student can retrieve it
and clean it up.

In both exercises, the poltergeist uses
natural discourse. It may request clarifi-
cation, suggest grammatical changes or
give the listener feedback. The pro-
gram's interactive audio will help the
student with intonation, giving immedi-
ate feedback on his utterances and capa-
bilities. The interactive-video portion
could also be used to bring in native
speakers so students could hear pure
accents.

The Al-based system is modular,
which means the rules of one language
can be removed and those of another
plugged in.

According to Murray, using the com-
puters can give students a different no-
tion of learning languages than they gel
from a meaningless drill. "This is a new
medium. This is really teaching foreign
language in a way it's never been done
before, using computers in a way they've
never been used," she said.

One thing's for sure: This is a long
way from la plume de ma tante. —P.M.
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things through (working in aj large scale."
Another "reality" of a project this size is

thai "something's always broken," Lerman
said. "It's just a question of time until
something breaks because you have so
much hardware."

The size ofthe project alsocreates "some
extremely difficult logistical problems,"
Hogue said. Not theieast of these is that
both MIT and the greater Boston area have

j critical housing shortages. Many M I T stu-
dents live on the Bhe Boston rather than the
Cambridge side of the Charles River, or
in other nearby communities. Fraternities
and sororities must be considered part of
the university housing, too. but many of
those are not on campus either. "How do
we distribute workstations equally and fair-
ly to all living groups at the same time?"

Moreover, thos id.... widespread locations
will be difficult to link to the network,
Hogue added.

There is also a space crunch on campus,
making it hard to find good places to
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ACTUAL PRICE.
Introducing The Turner Half Card. The

lowest priced complete 256K memory
expansion board you can buy.

We made it so inexpensive by using the
very latest 256K RAM chips instead of four
times as many 64K chips.

That same technology makes, the card
fit in a halt-length PC/X 7"" slot. And the
reduced chip count increases reliability, so
we can offer a 30-day money-back guarantee
and 1 year warranty.

The Card comes with clock/calendar,
illustrated Owner's Manual, and software
including clock, pnnt spooler, and disk

emulator.
IBM* or compatible PC owners will find

the card remarkably easy to install And
if you have any questions after you buy call
our Help Hotline. y'

The Turner Hall Card is just S99 Q V n/,,c
$2.00 stopping ($12.00 outside of USA)

Order by phone. We accept MasterCard
or Visa. Or send us a check or money order
wth your business card attached.

Turner Hall Publishing
10201 Torre Ave.. Cupertino, CA 95014

1-800-556-1234x526.

more than once tu: us space requirements.
and some equipment is in basements. There
was no other space for some VAXes than in
rooms without air conditioning, so MIT
built special water-cooled cabinets for theS'
machines, and calls its new- hybrid
"Hydros a A."

One ofthe most popular Athena clusters
on campus is one in the student center,
which helps to give the project some visibil-
ity, promoting interest.

MIT students are mostly very aware of
Project Athena, and very interested in par-
ticipating. Although about 25 percent ar-
rive with their own hardware, the rest ar-
rive looking for their microcomputers.

Lerman believes this is the way it should
be. A microcomputer should be an expect-
ed part of university equipment, just as tele-
phones are. "I see the university in the
future treating computing like a utility," he
said, "because it's so integral to what uni-
versities do." Microcomputers, he believes,
should be a resource no different from heat-
ing or power resources.

Much work remains to be done on the
project, and there are plenty of related pos-
sibilities, such as linking computerized li-

brarv in lormal ion In the network
"Athena is huge, hul n \ not gomL' To be

able to do more than a small fraction of"
what's needed to be done It's as il'a uimer-
Sllv (were] to set out to trv and write every
text [that a university uses]." Lerman said

Still, the implications for all participants
will be profound. In formal agreements
drafted with IBM and DEC. MIT owns all
"work products"—whatev er code or other
resources are invented. Neither companv
has a direct financial stake in the project.
but "They have Athena as a laboratorv for
large-scale ideas." Lerman said.

The two companies will learn how their
products fit into a university environment
or other similar large-scale industrial loca-
tions. "We act as a laboratory of the fu-
ture," Lerman said.

The whole project continues to be ex-
perimental, which means that one possible
conclusion will be that microcomputers
are not a valuable tool in leaching univer-
sity courses. That, however, seems unlike-
ly in view of the ground already broken by
MIT faculty.

fcrrman does not expect to see the real
goal of Project Athena accomplished until
the late 1980s: to have the computer be an
integral part of the curriculum.

If that is achieved, microcomputing
could represent a fundamental change in
education. I

Using AI To Engineer New Software
While computer-aided drafting' was an

•innovation in its time, the teaching of en-
gineering is due for some new tools—
artificial-intelligence-based software, ac-
cording to John Slater, an MIT assistant
professor of engineering.

Slater is spearheading the development
of such software under MIT's Project

-Athena, some to run on DEC VAXes,
and some to run on the IBM PC and AT.

Engineering applications, are ideal for
AI techniques, he said, because many
problems don't have clear-cut answers,
but are based on applying rules of thumb.
And expert systems can do the job.

A key aim for Slater is to put knowl-
edge about the engineering process into
the software and to make it visible to (he:
User; to make the software "work like-an
intelligent.assistant to the engineer,.not
automate the process," he said. . ;
- "Our solution is to have the software
emulate what the teacher would do—to

[make the student think more deeply,** he
said. The important thing to demonstrate,
he added, is the process of arriving at the

The Tutor Program
Slater has looked at several types of

software, some of it design software, and
some ol it rule-based systems. One such
rule-based program acts like a teacher
but gives individualized instruction: He
calls it the "tutor" program, which is be-
ing field-tested this semester by 35 begin-
ning-level engineering students

The tutor program can solve problems
of beams in building construction—pre-
dicting and solving stress reactions in a
beam—and teach the student the process
too. The student can be presented with a
problem to solve or input a problem he
would like to solve. A built-in calcula-
tor handles equations. The program wilt
solve the problem with the student, so he
can compare his answer. The program
can show the student the process as well
as the answer.

The tutor program can also diagnose

mistakes by allowing the student to ask
questions about what's wrong with his
answer. The program might respond that
the equation is wrong. The student can
then ask why, and the program will re-
spond with more specific information: A
mathematical sign is wrong, a coefficient
is wrong, or something is missing. Get-
ting even more specific, ihe student can
then ask why the sign or coefficient is
wrong. The tutor program- will form "the
keystone" of a number of programs to be
produced, Slater said. .-'.>'

Though it has been designed to apply to
beam problems, it could apply to.any
course material, such as pulley problems, j

The tutor program runs on networked
Project Athena' VAX- termiaaJv':arjd_:t5;;
menu-driven with builtrin; on-line helpV
Students will be. polled on whether the
software helped them, how it helped (hem
and what changes they'd like to-see.. , •

Another program under development
will build numerical models of civil-engi-
neering structures. You can't exactly try
out building designs in a laboratory, and
many structures are difficult to-visualize/
But with the modeling program, students
will design a steel building graphically on
the screen, figure geometry.for the beams
and calculate stresses and loads. For a
student to do this by hand with a calcula-
tor would take weeks. The speed of the
program lets the student learn faster.
Slater said.

Another rule-based expert system un-
der development will look at more com-
plicated problems of engineering, design
and configuration. It is called an adviser.
Slater said, and it can help a user choose
an appropriateconfiguration or weigh the
design methodology. It's more sophisti-
cated in terms of the information it con-
tains than the other programs.

While the rule-based systems under de-
sign at MIT arc new, this type of software
is an inevitability for engineering stu-
dents, said Slater. "This is the way they're,
going to do engineering whenthevget out,
in the real world." '•{'.\~*BW'


